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If instead of removing only vertices froin a graph, one removes emire closed neighbourhoods 
oi  vertices, one arrives at a generaliza[ion of Ihe concept of connectivity. A graph G is said to 
bc k n connected if the removal of any set of fewer than k closed neighbourhoods neither discon 
nccts lhe graph, nor leaves only a single surviving clique. This paper give a complete characleri/a 
lion of all miniinal k-n-connected graphs that are k-regular and thai contain a k-clique. 
1. Introduction 
An underground resistance movement may be modeled by a graph G whose ver- 
l ices represent ile agents, and whose edges represent lines of communication. If X 
is any vertex in G, let N(X) denote the open neighbourhood of X, and let N[X] 
{ X} U N(X) denote the closed neighbourhood of X. Clearly, if an agent in an under- 
ground resistance movement is subverted or arrested, that agent will betray every 
other agent he or she is in communicat ion with. The betrayed agents become effec- 
tively useless to the network as a whole. Such betrayals are clearly equivalent, in the 
modeling graph, to the removal of  the closed neighbourhood N[X], where X is tile 
vertex representing the particular agent who has been subverted. It is clear that to 
be effective, a resistance network nmst be able to pass messages quickly and easily 
between any two of its agents; it is equally clear, however, that this very need for 
ease of communicat ion presents great security risks since an agent who knows a lot 
can also betray a lot. The conflicting demands made by connectivity requirements 
on tile one hand, and security on the other opens the door to a number of  interesting 
graph-theoretic problems. In [3], for example, the authors classify the graphs that 
minimize the total number of  betrayals resulting from b subversions, assuming the 
'worst-possible' scenario in which the enemy subverts those b agents whose 
betrayals will do the most amount of  harm to the network. In [4] and [5], the 
authors look at the slightly more realistic problem of designing networks that are 
in some way optimal against betrayals caused by subversions pread randomly 
throughout he network. For problems with a similar flavour, the reader is referred 
to [1], [2] and [6]. 
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Now suppose that G is a graph. To say that a vertex Xc  G has been subveHcd 
is to say that the closed ne ighbourhood NIX] ,  (along with any edges leading into 
it) has been deleted from G. A set of  vertices ~ - IXE , . . . ,X , , I  is called a sub~er 
sion strategy if each of the vertices X r . . . . .  X~. has been subverted. We denote by 
S, (G) the survival-subgraph left after G has been aHacked by subversion strateg> 
~. If ~ = {X, . . . . .  X~.}, then letting N[ ' / l  = (-Ji , N[x i ] ,  we note in passing that 
S (G) -G  N i t ] .  
In this paper we general ize the not ion of" connect iv i ty .  Clearly, a wel l -designed 
resistance movement should be able to absorb the damage done by some subver- 
sions, and still remain connected among its surviving agents. Recalling that an m- 
clique is a set of m vertices any two of which are joined by an edge, we make the 
following definition. 
Definition 1.1. Given any natural number/,  >_ 2, a graph G is k-neighbour connect- 
ed (k-n-connected) if for any subversion strategy ~ on fewer than k vertices, the 
survival-subgraph S, (G) is connected and is not a clique. 
The reason for excluding cliques in Definition 1.1 is simply that cliques are very 
vulnerable to attack, since subverting any one vertex will betray the entire clique. 
2. Two families of k-n-connected graphs 
It is very quickly apparent that there do not exist 2-n-connected graphs on fewer 
than six vertices, and that indeed the 6-cycle is the minimal 2-n-connected graph. 
In Fig. la and lb we interpret this minimal example in two ways. In Fig. la, we in- 
terpret the 6-cycle as consisting of  three 2-cliques (the solid edges) connected to each 
other in the manner of  the complete graph K~ (dotted edges). Let us use the word 
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'courier' to denote any vertex which has the property that none of its neighbours 
are connected. Then, in Fig. lb, we may imagine the 6-cycle consisting of  two 
2-cliques (solid edges), with no direct links, but linked to each other via two couriers 
Z 1 and Z2 (dotted edges). The symbols chosen as names for these two graphs reflect 
these properties; Fig. la we call C12, where 'CI' reminds us that every vertex 
belongs to a maximal  clique, and the subscript '2' gives the size of  these cliques. 
Similarly, Fig. Ib we call Co2, where the letters 'Co' indicate the presence of 
couriers in the graph, and again the subscript '2' indicates maximal clique-size. 
Even though CI 2 and Co~ are the same graph, we see that this way of looking at 
the 6-cycle gives rise to two families of k-n-connected graphs which are non- 
isomorphic for all k>2.  
Thus, for k 3, we obtain graphs CI 3 and Co3, shown in Fig. 2a and 2b below. 
Note that CI~ consists of four 3-cliques, joined in the manner of a K¢, and Co s con- 
sisls of  three 3-cliques joined to each other via three couriers Z 1, Z~ and Z 3. We 
now define C1 x and Co x for k_>2. To construct C1 k, we start with k+l  k-cliques 
(?1 . . . . .  C a +,. Let the vertices of  clique C i be C~, C~ . . . . .  C/  I ,  C / ,  ] . . . . .  Ci( a ,. Then 
join the separate cliques by joining vertex C~ in clique i to vertex c;/in clique j. 
To construct Cox, we start with k k-cliques C, . . . ,Cx ,  and with k couriers 
Zi . . . . .  Zx. I~et the vertices of  clique Ci be CI . . . . .  C~, and join Z i to each vertex of  
lhe lo rm C/. 
Note that both CI k, and Coy are k-regular, contain a /,'-clique, and are of order 
/e  +k .  In the lemma that fol lows, we show thai these graphs share a further pro- 
perty. 
l ,emma 2.1. Both CI x and Cox are k-n -connected .  
Proof.  Suppose that CI khas been attacked by strategy f, and suppose that Xand 
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Y are surviving vertices. In CI k, each vertex belongs to exactly one k-clique. Le! 
C(X) and C(Y) be the k-cliques containing X and Y respectively. Clearly strategy 
'~ does not include vertices from either C(X) or C(Y).  If C(X) - C(Y),  it is obvious 
that X and Y are connected in s~ (Clk). If C(X)--#C(Y), then there exists a unique 
A ¢ C(X) and a unique Be  C(Y) so that A and B are jo ined by an edge. As neither 
A nor B have edges leading into any other cliques, it is obvious that both .4 or B 
belong to s~ (Cla). Hence Xand Y are connected in s,  (C1 k). Since CI k is k-regular, 
we know also that each subversion ets k + 1 vertices, and thus, assuming no overlap 
in the betrayed neighbourhoods,  we see that the k -  1 subversions in ~ capture at 
most (k l ) (k+l )  vertices. Hence, ]s~(Cla) I>_k+l .  We conclude that s , (C l  k) is 
connected and is not a clique. Consequently,  CIa is k-n-connected. 
Similarly reasoning establishes the result for Coa. !i] 
3. Preliminary resulls 
For the bulk of this paper,  we shall look at the problem of  k-n-connectivity in
the class of  k-regular graphs. That this is in some sense a minimal restriction is 
shown by the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be k-n-connected. Then every vertex in G is qf  degree >_k. 
Proof .  Suppose otherwise, and pick a vertex Z in G so that deg Z_<deg X for all 
XeG.  Let m-degZ.  Thus we suppose that m<k.  
Now let N(Z)= {Aj . . . . .  A,,,}. For each A i, we search for some BicN(A i )  such 
that BicN[Z] .  If such a B i does not exist, then the assumed minimal ity of  degZ 
in G forces the conclusion that degA i=deg Z and also N[Ai] =N[Z]. Clearly, G 
must consist of more than just N[Z], as otherwise subverting Z betrays all of  G. 
Hence we will be able to find at least one Bi, and at most m which, we recall, is 
less than k. Now subvert all the Bi's we have found. This strategy deletes all edges 
leading out of  N[Z]. The vertex Z, however, survives. If any other vertex X sur- 
vives, the X and Z are now disconnected. If no other vertex survives, then the sur- 
vival graph consists of Z alone, which is a 1-clique. In either event, we have contra- 
dicted the definit ion of k-n-connectivity. I ! 
We are now able to prove the following useful result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be k-regular and k-n-connected. Then G may not contain either 
o f  the configurations hown in t:)'g. 3. 
Proof .  In either case, subverting D yields a subgraph G '  in wich deg A = k - 2. But 
G '  must be (k -  l ) -n-connected. By Lemma 3.1, this is impossible. ~i 
We can also easily prove the next result. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let G be k-regular and k-n-connected, with k >_ 3. Let / be a k-clique, 
and let Be  .:/. Then IN(B)(3 / I <_ 1. 
Proof .  Suppose there exist distinct vertices U, VeN(B) f3  ~/. Let W be some third 
vertex in : / .  Then BUWVis  a conf igurat ion of  type (b) in Lemma 3.2, which implies 
that W must also be jo ined to B. Thus B has an edge leading to each vertex in / ,  
which implies that ~/U {B} is a (k+ 1)-clique. Since G is k-regular, we conclude that 
either G= , /U  {B}, o r , /U  {B} is disconnected from the rest of  G. But both of  these 
alternatives violate the assumption of  k-n-connectivity. 7~ 
Recall that both C1 k and Co x . and k-regular and k-n-connected. We saw that 
these graphs had order ke+k.  The next lemma shows that this order is minimal.  
Lemma 3.4. Let G be k-regular, k-n-connected, and contain a k-clique. Then 
~G]>_k2+k. 
Proof .  Let : /=  {Al . . . . .  Ak} be the given k-clique. For each A i, let B i be the uni- 
que vertex in N(A i ) - : / .  Lemma 3.3 assures us that if Ai#:Aj,  then Bi:fB i. Note 
further that B i and B~ are not jo ined, else BiBiAjA: is a 4-cycle, forbidden by Lem- 
ma 3.2. 
Now let J : , -  {Z • N(B i ) [Z*A  , }. Suppose there exists Z • /,'l N / J , .  Since I :'i[ - 
/ , -1  for each i, we can find distinct vertices Z~, . . . ,Z  k belonging to ~ . . . . .  J"a- 
respectively. Now the strategy :={Z,Z~ . . . . .  Zk} contains k 1 vertices, and 
betrays all the vertices B1, B2, ... ,  B x . Consequently,  : isolates clique ,,, from what- 
ever else survives. This contradicts k-n-connectivity. We conclude that BiN B i -  0, 
lor all i~ j .  Hence we have k vertices in . / ,  another k vertices in {BI, . . . ,Bk} and 
k(k 1) vertices in UI  , / / : .  Hence G]_>k+k+k(k -1)  ke+k,  as claimed. I 
Now let G be a k-regular,  k-n-connected graph which contains a k-clique, and 
which is of order k2+k.  Using the notat ion of Lemma 3.4, we see that G must 
have the macro-structure shown in Fig. 4. 
Remember that .,/ is a k-clique, that B, has an edge going to A ,e  / ,  and that 
/ : i ! -k  1 for each i. In what follows, we shall repeatedly refer to this diagram. 
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4. Optimal strategies 
For  the remainder of  this paper,  we shall be looking at graphs G that are k- 
regular, k-n-connected, contain a k-clique, and are of  order k 2 + k. For  the sake of  
brevity, we shall not state these assumptions every time. The graphs will therefore 
have the macro-structure shown in Fig. 4. 
In this section, we shall investigate the edges in the outer ring of G which consists 
of  the k disjoint sets : ' i .  We call such an edge internal if it joins two vertices 
belonging to the same set se i, and external if it joins some Xe ~', to some Y in /,'/, 
with i~ j .  
We shall demonstrate that there exist matchings from, say, tile k -  1 vertices in 
~.  to the remaining sets ~¢1,-.., //k i so that we can find vertices Y,e ~' / for  which 
an external edge goes to Xie  IJx. Having found such a matching, we note that 
strategy ,<--{}:1 . . . . .  Yk l} betrays all of  /'~k, as well as capturing the vertices 
B] . . . .  ,Bx i. In other words, strategy / destroys all edges leading from the central 
clique / into the outer ring consisting of the sets //i. We will look at the conse- 
quences of  such strategies a little later. First, we introduce the fol lowing bit of  nota- 
tion: 
Definition 4.1. Given X¢ .~ i ,  let X :  { Ye ~i] Y X or Y is jo ined to X}. 
We now prove: 
Lemma 4.2. For each X6  ~i, ~ is an m-clique fo r  some m. Also, (/" Y6X,  then 
? R. 
Proof .  If IXl=l or 2, the result fol lows at once. If ,X [>2,  let Y,Z  be any two 
distinct vertices in ){, both different from X. Note that if Y and Z were not l inked, 
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then YXZBi  would be a forbidden conf igurat ion of  type (b) described in Lemma 
3.2. 
The second part of  the lemma is immediate.  ~J 
From Lemma 4.2., we learn that each set .~i is part i t ioned into a number of dis- 
joint cliques. We could have just one of  these, consisting of  all k -  1 vertices in ~,. 
At the other extreme, we could have k -  1 such cliques, each consisting of a single 
vertex. It is clear that if IX I =m,  then X has m-  1 internal edges. Also, one edge 
from X connects to Bi, and so X has t external edges, where m+t-k .  If two of  
these external edges led to vertices Y and Z belonging to the same set ~ j ,  then 
XYB:Z  would be one of  the conf igurat ions forbidden by Lemma 3.2. We therefore 
know that the fol lowing result holds. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose  that fo r  Xe  ~i, we have J~] =m.  Then X has t external  
ed~,es, where m + t = k, and these t edges lead to t mutua l ly  dist inct sets ~':. 
We can refine our understanding about the set of  external edges leading out of  
a subclique X. 
Lemma 4.4. Let  Xe  .~i. Then fo r  every ~j:/= ~,, there exists at least one external  
ed,~,,e / )ore some vertex Y e X to ~'i. 
Proof .  Assume that there is no edge from )( to some ~/. Then one can easily see 
that strategy / {A /}U{B: l t~ i , j}  disconnects )(  from ~/.  [ 
We are now ready to prove our key result. 
Theorem 4.5. Choose  an.): set ~i, and any vertex X j  ¢ ~)i. Let ,Vj - {Xt, X2, . . . ,  X,,, } 
and let ~/,, . . . .  /'i,,, be any set o f  m distinct ~i's, each d~fferent J) 'om ~>/. Then 
there exist vertices Y: e ~j. and some ~ ~ Sym{ 1, 2 . . . . .  m} such that there is an ed,ee 
f rom X~(:I to Y / fo r  all t -  1 . . . . .  m. 
Proof .  Without loss of  generality, we let X 1 c ~k, and let ~1 . . . . .  ~>,,~ be the chosen 
~",'s. I.et ~ -{  : '1 , - - - ,  ~,,,}- In this theorem, we wish to set up a matching between 
the elements of X~ and the elements of / : : .  For  this reason we consider the graph 
G, defined as follows: 
~ertices of  G-X IU  /~ >, 
edges of" G= {edges of  Gthat  join some X,~X~ to some / : je  ~}. 
Thus (~ is a bipart ite graph on 2m vertices. We make a number of  observations 
about the edges of  ¢~. First, in view of  kemma 4.4, we know that there is at least 
one edge from each ~/e  g to some X ie .~ 1. Further,  since [XI[ m we know that 
each Xe  .~, must have k - m external links, and so by simple arithmetic, each Xe  )?, 
must have at least one edge to one of  the ~:e  ~.  We now let J be any subset of  
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v, with ] J I= / .  Without loss of  generality, let , { /'~l . . . . .  ,5',}. Assume that 
l < m. 
If necessary, rename the vertices ot" 2(~ in such a way that each of X~ . . . . .  X, has at 
least one edge leading into y .  Then none of  the edges from X, ~ ~ . . . .  ,X,,, lead into 
any of  ~1 . . . . .  .~:. Now, in G, consider strategy r = {B:~ 1 . . . . .  Ba 1, YI . . . . ,  Y\,.4 a ~, 
where YI . . . . .  y, are external neighbours (in some .A, 4: .~k ) of  the vertices X~ . . . . .  X, ,  
respectively. Note that 
I<l=(/,-- l ) - /+s+ 1 k (t s). 
Now, i f s</ , then  I': -- k - ( t -  s)<_a" - l. Also, in this case, the set {X, . l  . . . . .  X,,,} 
is a clique, none of  whose vertices have been betrayed by '~. Any edge leading out 
of  this set, however, must go either to /'a, or to one of the vertices Xj . . . . .  X: ,  or 
into one of  the sets . / , ' ,~, . . . ,  /~'a ~. Thus strategy : (on fewer than k vertices) 
isolates clique {Xs+ 1 . . . . .  X,,, }, contradict ing the fact that G is k-n-connected. 
We have therefore shown that if y-C.a, with i / l= l<nt ,  then IR ( . / ) Ie t ,  where 
R(e)  {XeX i ] there  is an edge from X lo  one of  the elements in J}. 
Thus, the condit ions for Hal l 's  Theorem are fulfi l led, and hence G has a J~- 
matching. Hence the result holds. ' 
Corol lary 4.6. Given hi, we can f ind  vertices YI, Y2 . . . . .  Yx i with the Jbllowing 
properties: 
(a) For each j ~ i, I e,'iA{YI . . . . .  Ya i}l - l -  
(b) Each ~ has an edge to some Xj • ~i, and different ~ 's  have edges to dif- 
Jerent Xi's • ~:. 
Proof .  Again, without loss of generality, assume A i -  /:k. Now ~'~ is part i t ioned 
into p subcliques of orders m~ . . . . .  rap, respectively, where tn~-~ . . . .  +mt, -k  1. 
Now by Theorem 4.5, we can find vertices Yl,-. . ,  Y,,,, belonging respectively to the 
first m~ .a./'s so that each Yi has an edge to exactly one X, in the first subclique of  
aa ,  and different Yi's go to different Xi's. 
Next, we establish the same kind of  matching between the next m, sets ./:: and 
the vertices of  the second subclique. Cont inuing in this way, we eventually complete 
the desired matching. ~i~ 
We also obtain: 
Corol lary 4.7. Given X~ • gi. Suppose that the t external edges f rom X~ go to ver- 
tices Uj . . . . .  U:. Then, in constructing our matching, we are f ree to choose as Y~ 
any one o f  UI . . . . .  Ut. 
Proof .  If X 1 has I external edges, then it has m- 1 internal edges, with t+m =k.  
Thus, i fX~ has edges to t=k-m other sets X/, then there are no edges from X l 
tom-1  o ther .X / ' s (s incet+m- l=k  m+m- I  k - l ) .  Hence, without loss of 
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generality, we may let Xi . . . . .  ~,,, i be the sets for which no edges lead to Xi .  Then 
consider the matching of the vertices in )( t with the sets ~ . . . . .  g,,, ~,/,)~, where ,¢,f 
is any one of the sets to which X i has an edge. Here we are forced to choose as Y~ 
the unique vertex in /,'~ that is joined to X~. i~] 
Let us denote as optimal any strategy ~ - {)q, . . . ,  Ya i} for which the vertices 
Yl . . . .  , Ya t come from k -  1 distinct sets ~/'~i, and are matched one-to-one to the 
vertices of the remaining set a i- Corollary 4.6 demonstrates the existence of op- 
timal strategies; Corollary 4.7 shows that we have some freedom in constructing 
them. 
We have gone to some length to show that optimal strategies exist. The reason 
becomes apparent when we study the effect of such a strategy z. Note that ,~ 
destroys k -  1 of the vertices we have labelled B I, B 2 . . . . .  B/,. and totally destroys 
the set J"i belonging to the sole surviving vertex B i. Now any path traced from / 
into ~Ji , ~i must go through one of the vertices B I . . . . .  B k. But the only surviving 
such vertex B, is a dead-end, since all of a i  has been betrayed. We conclude from 
this that /. must destroy all of U l  t ~'i • Indeed, it follows that the survivor set 
s (G) -  /U{B,} .  Hence, on lyk+l  vertices survive strategy /, which in turn im- 
plies that k 2-  1 =(k -  1)(k+ 1) vertices are betrayed. It follows that the k 1 neigh- 
bourhoods of the vertices Yl . . . . .  Ya t in ,~ must necessarily be mutually disjoint. 
We collect these observations in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Let / be an optimal strategy. Then s, (G) /U  {B,} jo r  some i. 
t:urlher, ~ betrays k e 1 vertices, and any two vertices in / have disjoint neigh- 
hotlrhoods. 
5. The main result 
We are now in possession of all the tools needed to prove the following classifica- 
tion theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be u k-regular k-n-connected graph which contains a k-clique 
and is o f  order k 2 • +k. Then either G=C1 x or G=Co A. 
Proof.  For Yie l/i, i 1 . . . . .  k 1, let z {Yi . . . . .  )~ i} be an optimal strategy'. 
Let .¥,¢ z~ a be the vertex which has an edge in common with 1~. 
Let us[ook at strategy C' {Xi, Yz,-.., Yk l}- Even though this is not necessari- 
ly optimal, we nonetheless know what the survivor set of C' may be. All of /"k is 
destroyed. Also, Yi is destroyed (since Yi and X l are linked). Further, each of 
B~ . . . . .  B~ i is destroyed. Indeed, the only vertices in U i  ~ k, that we cannot be 
sure about are the members of N(Y1). Suppose N(Y l) contains a vertex U¢ ~>1, 
without loss of generality', assume U¢ B 2. If U is a survivor, then /..,1 must be con- 
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nected in s, ,(G),  to ,,/. But the only surviving vertex adjacent o / is B~ and since 
U has a link to Y1 ¢B1, we know from Lemma 4.3, that U has no other edge into 
e l .  Thus Ucannot  survive, and hence U must be joined to X 1. So we have proved: 
(.) Every vertex U that is linked externally to some ~ must also be linked to X,. 
We now consider two cases: 
(a) ~k contains only one clique 
In this case, .:~k is a (k -  t)-clique, and each vertex in -~k has one external edge. 
In view of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the k -  1 external edges leading out of  .:g~. must go 
to all k -  1 of the remaining set "~1, -.., ~x 1, so that in this case, we have precisely 
one edge from '~ to each of the remaining '~i's. Suppose the edge from .~a. to .~ 
leads from X~ e/X k to Yj e 'Xj. If f] is not all of  'Xj, then we can find Ze  ~ j -  f'~. 
But then Z must belong to N(~)  for some i (since ' :={YI , . . . ,  Yk 1} is optimal) 
and then by (*), there must be an edge from Z to X,. This would man that we have 
two external edges ouf of  Xs, a contradiction. Hence ~'j = #1, and similarly, 
f'i = ai. Thus each B i is a (k-1)-c l ique,  and consequently e ,U{Bi}  is a k-clique. 
Hence in this case, G consists of  k + 1 k-cliques, which are interconnected in the 
manner of  the complete graph K k ~ l- Thus, in this case, G=CI~.  
(b) ~k contains more than one clique 
Implicit in case (b) is the assumption that each ~/conta ins  more than one clique, 
for otherwise we are back in case (a). 
Consider the optimal strategy ~ = { Y~ . . . . .  Ya i with Yie '/"i, and Yi linked to 
X /e / "a .  Since ~1 contains more than one clique, we know that there exist vertices 
in e~-  '{i- Each of these vertices must belong to N(~)  for some Yi¢ ~1, and 
hence, by (*), must have an edge to Xie ,/:~. But now choose Y(e e j  - ~'1. By Cor- 
ollary 4.7, we can find a second optimal strategy ~ ' -  { Y( . . . . .  }:~ t }. This strategy 
uses Yfe ,Y:I, and since Yl f"l ~'j'=0, we conclude that each vertex in the set Y1 must 
belong to some N(~' )  for Yi'¢.el, and hence by (*) each vertex in Y~ must also 
have an edge leading into ,e~,. Thus, every vertex in ~'l is linked to a vertex in a'a,. 
Using the same argument for .X~,~ etc., we deduce that every vertex in [._jk, ~ /4 has 
an edge leading into /X k. Thus, there are (k 1)(k-  1) external edges that lead into 
a k. This means that ,Xa. consists of  k -  1 l-cliques, and similarly, each -/Ji consists 
of  k -  1 1-cliques. 
Thus Yj has k -1  external edges. One of these goes to Xj ,  the others go to 
Uie .ei, i=2  . . . . .  k -  1. By (.), X 1 is also joined to each of the Ui. Consequently, 
Ui and Uj must be joined to each other, else Xj U, YI Uj is a forbidden configura- 
tion. Let us now rename the vert icesin U, , /4 .  Number of vertices in ~':k by' 
1,2 . . . . .  k - l ,  and assign to any zeU,  ~ ~ ~, the number of  unique vertex in ~'~ 
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with which Z shares l ink. As we saw, all the vert ices numbered  1 fo rm a k-c l ique,  
and  the same is t rue for  all o ther  sets o f  vert ices carry ing the same number .  
Hence ,  in this case, G consists  o f  k k-c l iques-=/ and the cl iques o f  vert ices 
numbered  1 . . . .  , k 1. No two of  these cl iques are jo ined  direct ly,  but are hooked up 
to each other  via k 1-cliques B1 . . . .  ,B  k. In other  words ,  in this case G-~Cox.  L] 
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